
INSTALLATION GUIDE

SLIMLINE® ROOF LANTERN

wITh OpENING vENTS



Thank you for choosing roof Maker, we hope 

you are delighTed wiTh your new rooflighT.

Our roof lanterns have been designed with speed and ease 

of construction in mind, so that you don’t need to be a 

professional installer to build and fit them.

This guide will take you through an easy-to-follow process 

to ensure you build and install your roof lantern correctly, 

but if you do need advice or help, our technical support 

team are available to provide guidance.

* Please add 10kgs per vent, to the above weights if 

including an opening vent(s).

The guide eXplained

This guide covers the installation of a Slimline® roof lantern 

with electric or manual opening vent(s).

If your Slimline® roof lantern hasn’t been specified with 

opening vent(s) and has a standard 4 pane configuration, 

you will need to follow the ‘Slimline® 4 pane Configuration’ 

installation guide instead. If you haven’t received this, it is 

available to download from the Technical Document hub 

on our website: https://roof-maker.co.uk/help/technical-

document-hub/

If your Slimline® roof lantern hasn’t been specified with 

opening vent(s) and has additional panes and splits in the 

glazing, you will need to follow the ‘Slimline® Additional 

Glazing Splits’ installation guide instead. If you haven’t 

received this, it is available to download from the Technical 

Document hub on our website: https://roof-maker.co.uk/

help/technical-document-hub/

guide weighTs for The sliMline® 

roof lanTern*

SLIMLINE® STEp-BY-STEp INSTALLATION GUIDE

GUIDE wEIGhTS

Size 
(mm)

Double Glazed: 
weight (kg)

Triple Glazed: 
weight (kg)

1000x1500 70 100

1200x1500 80 115

1000x2000 85 125

1400x2000 115 165

1200x2400 120 170

1000x3000 125 180

1000x3500 175 250

1000x4000 230 315

1300x4000 250 330

1500x3000 175 250

1500x3500 200 290

1600x4000 240 350

2000x3000 220 320

1600x5000 300 N/A



in addiTion To your sliMline® roof lanTern kiT, you will need:

hacksaw - To trim the plastic cap carriers as advised in the 

fitting guide.

rubber mallet – To carefully tap components into place 

such as carriers and cappings.

Tape measure and pencil

stanley knife

damp cloth – To wipe off any excess silicone as required.

whAT DO I NEED TO CONSTRUCT MY ROOF LANTERN? 

silicone adhesive sealant (recommended Dow Corning 

791 or similar)- Required for the fixation of your upstand to 

the prepared timber kerb. silicone required when glazing 

the unit will still be provided as part of your kit.

drill with hss drill bit – To pre-drill the aluminium 

upstand to form holes for your timber screws when fixing 

to your timber upstand. 

posi drive and flathead drill bits – For fixing of screws and 

bolts throughout the assembly.

12 timber screws – Measuring at least 50mm in length. 

Required to fix the upstand to the prepared timber kerb.



COMpONENT ChECKLIST

The images below show a component checklist that you will receive as part of your flat packed kit. This will be attached to the box which contains most of your components. Not all of 

the components listed will be applicable to your chosen specification. Your exact inventory will be outlined, along with quantities, as part of the list. This also includes imagery to help you 

locate the various components and familiarise yourself with what you will be working with. 

Make sure to read through all steps and understand the requirements before beginning assembly.

please take precaution when moving heavy objects and working at height - be sure to use suitable equipment.



i)  Before you begin the construction of your new roof lantern, you will have installed the timber 

kerb. The size of the internal opening should reflect the exact size of the roof lantern you 

have ordered. For example, the roof opening should measure exactly 2m x 1m for a unit that 

measures 2m x 1m. 

 

Your timber kerb should measure 70mm in width, to match the width of the built-in upstand 

that you are going to assemble. we recommend a minimum height of 25mm from roof level, 

but this can be increased if required. 

 

The upstand should be perfectly level and we also recommend that you check the corners 

have a 90° angle, by measuring it corner to corner before starting the assembly of the roof 

lantern.

i)  we recommend that you apply your roof membrane after installing your roof lantern, to avoid 

damaging or piercing it during the installation.

If you have added your roof membrane on top of your plywood deck already, please ensure 

that you leave enough excess material around the timber kerb to flash the roof lantern upstand. 

This can be folded back out of the way until your roof lantern is installed.

you are now ready to begin the construction of your new roof lantern. 

sTep 1 - pREpARE ThE TIMBER KERB sTep 2 - pREpARE ThE ROOF MEMBRANE

25mm high 
(min)

internal opening 
to match the size of 

your roof lantern 

roof membrane folded back out of the way, leaving the timber upstand 

exposed for the installation of the roof lantern.

70mm 
wide



For most sizes, the built-in, insulated upstand will come ready assembled. But if your roof 

lantern is larger than 3m x 1.5m you will need to assemble the frame yourself. if your upstand is 

pre-assembled, proceed to step 4.

i) Take two of the corner cleats and insert them into the slots in the frame as shown. ii)  Then take the other ends of the cleats and insert them into the slots of the corresponding 

piece of the frame. Before you push the two pieces of frame together, make sure that the nut 

and bolt are placed into the pre-cut hole as shown below.

sTep 3 - UpSTAND ASSEMBLY

nut and bolt will be held in place when the 2 sections

of upstand are pushed together



iii)  Next fasten the frame section together securely using the screws provided through the top 

of the upstand, through the 4 pre-formed holes. Repeat for all corners.

iv)  Turn the upstand over and repeat the same process for each corner on the underside of the 

unit. Fixing the screws through each pre-formed hole. Once complete, the frame should be 

securely fastened together.

sTep 3 - UpSTAND ASSEMBLY - CONTINUED



i)  If your roof lantern exceeds 3.2m in length, the upstand section running the length of the unit 

will come in 2 parts. You will also receive straight cleats,which are used to join these upstand 

sections together, end on end. 

 

You will just need to insert the cleats into the slots of the upstand sections as you did with the 

corner cleats. Following the same process, apply the fixings into the topside of the upstand 

before turning it over to fix the underside. The below diagram illustrates the use of the straight 

cleats.

The upstand is now ready to be fixed to your timber kerb.

sTep 3.1 - UpSTAND ASSEMBLY FOR UNITS LONGER ThAN 3.2M

There will be 4 pre-formed screw holes on both 

the top side and underside of the upstand, as 

per the corner joints of the upstand



i)  Apply a thick bead of silicone all the way around the timber kerb about 20mm from 

the internal edge. Only use a professional quality silicone adhesive sealant such as Dow 

Corning 791.

ii)  Then carefully place the assembled 

upstand on to the kerb, ensuring it 

sits flush with the inner and outer 

edge of the kerb.

iii)  You now need to secure the upstand to the timber kerb by inserting screws into the 

purpose made groove as shown, about 100mm from each corner, screwing through 

the upstand into the timber underneath. You will need to predrill your holes into the 

aluminium frame using a standard metal drill bit.

you are now ready to attach the 4 provided hip bodies to the upstand .

sTep 4 - FIXING YOUR UpSTAND TO ThE TIMBER KERB

purpose made groove here to screw-fix the 

upstand section to your timber kerb (next step) 

( section view of your timber 

kerb with upstand section 

sitting flush on both sides) 

we recommend 12 

screws in total, two 

at each corner, with 

a further screw in the 

middle of each side. 



i)  Bring one of the hip bars into position over the upstand and slide the head of the bolt into 

the slot of the hip. please note that the end of the hip bars that have angled corners need 

to be positioned at the top of the lantern.

ii)  Now pull the hip body toward you whilst tightening the bolt. This will ensure that the 

internal nut stays in place whilst tightening. Repeat for all 4 corners.

you are now ready to 

introduce the ridge body. ii) Now remove the blue protective film from each side of the ridge and hip profiles.

i)  The ridge body has blocks located at either end which already house the bolts that will 

connect to your hip bars. Slide the slotted end of the hip bars over the bolts in the ridge 

end block. position the hip bars so they connect with each other in line with the centre 

of the ridge bar as shown. Tighten the bolts, then repeat at the other end.

sTep 5 - FIXING ThE hIp BODIES sTep 6 - FIXING ThE RIDGE BODY

pull bar towards you whilst 
tightening the bolt

ensure that the angles cut out in the hip bars 

meet exact and line up dead centre to the 

ridge bar before tightening the bolts 



i)  Fit the packers at each corner of the upstand, into the groove as shown below. Apply a 

small spot of silicone either side of the packer to stop them from sliding from side to side.

follow the next steps which show you how many packers you might require and where 

to position them, dependant on the specification of your roof lantern. 

sTep 7 - pOSITIONING YOUR GLAzING pACKERS



     

ii)  You may have opted to just have a single panel of glass on the opposite side to the vent, 

in which case only 2 packers will be required on this side to sit the glass onto.

i)  If you have opted to ‘mirror’ the vent on the opposite side of the lantern with T-bars, you 

will need to employ the same principle in having 2 packers per glass panel (6 in total) for 

the mirrored side of your lantern too.

ii)  If you have opted to have a vent on both sides of the lantern, the same principle applies.

overhead view of 

lantern configuration

overhead view of 

lantern configuration

sTep 8 - pOSITIONING YOUR GLAzING pACKERS sTep 8.1 - pOSITIONING YOUR GLAzING pACKERS

VenTed side of lanTern
- 6 glazing packers required

VenTed side of lanTern
- 6 glazing packers required

one pane of glass
on The opposiTe side

– 2 packers required 

when adding 2 VenTs or 
Mirroring The VenT wiTh 

3 panes  of glass
- 6 glazing packers required 

Vent
or glass
panel

Vent



i)  when your lantern is triple glazed and the width measures between 1800mm and 2000mm, 

the end ‘triangular’ panes of glass on your lantern will also have a split down the centre. 

 

In this scenario, you will also need to use 2 packers per pane of glass across the width of the 

lantern on both sides, as the below arrows indicate on the upstand diagram.

The next stage is to insert the vent housing and glass sections. The frame is designed so 

these will fit easily and neatly into place, but care needs to be taken as these are the heaviest 

components of your roof lantern. 

sTep 8.2 - pOSITIONING YOUR GLAzING pACKERS –

for Triple glaZed lanTerns wiTh a widTh BeTween 

1800MM-2000MM i)  Before you introduce your glass panels to the unit, peel back the first approx. 5cm of the 

green protective film from the glazing tape that has been pre-applied to your ridge and 

hip bars. Do this at both ends of the hips and ridge bar as shown. Ensure that this excess 

film will be accessible from the inside of the roof lantern when the glass is positioned.

sTep 9 - pEELING BACK ThE pROTECTIvE FILM

fold the protective film from the tape underneath 
the hip and ridge bars, so it can be reached from 
the inside of the lantern during the final stages 

repeat this at both ends and on either side 
of all 5 bars, as the arrows indicate 

packers for The end panels
of glass – 4 glazing

packers required  

VenTed side of lanTern
– 6 glazing packers required 

*requirements for this side of the 
lantern would have been determined

at the previous step 



i)  Take the 2 small panels of glass that go either side of the vent section, and position them 

correctly into the inside grooves of the packers, making sure that they are pushed up against 

both hip bars as much as possible.

For lanterns with one vent and no further splits in the remainder of the unit

i)  You will have a minimum of 4 lengths of T-Bar, 2 of which will be for the internal side of the 

lantern and 2 for the outer.

ii)  The longer T-Bars have a section of the central spine removed and are one of the final stages 

of constructing the roof lantern. The 2 shorter bars will be what you require at this stage.

for lanterns with more than 1 vent, additional splits in the glass or where the triangular end 

panels of glass are split (triple glazed units measuring between 1800mm and 2000mm in width) 

i)  You will have a minimum of 8 lengths of T-Bar, 4 of which will be for the internal side of the 

lantern and 4 for the outer. This may increase dependant on the number of splits you have in 

the unit.

ii)  If you have a split in the triangular end panels of glass, the relevant T-bars will be cut into an 

angle at one end. The angled end sits at the top of the unit where the 2 hip bars meet. The 

below diagram shows this.

iii)  The longer T-Bars have a section of the central spine removed and are one of the final stages of 

constructing the roof lantern. The shorter T-bar sections will be what you require at this stage.

sTep 10 - ASSEMBLING ThE vENTED SIDE OF YOUR LANTERN sTep 11 - pREpARING YOUR INNER T-BARS

ensure that you insert the glass in 
to the inside groove of the packer 
to ensure that the glass sits flush 
onto the frame. failure to do this will 
effect the fitting of your glazing bar 
cappings later in the installation

T-Bar with angled ends for 
use on the end triangular 

panes of glass

T-Bar with flat ends for 
use on the longer panes 

of glass



you are now ready to position your T-Bar 

fold the protective film around the back 
of the T-Bar so it can be located from 
the inside of the lantern and removed 
when the assembly is complete 

i)  Take 2 shorter inner T-Bar sections with the flat cut ends and peel the first 5cm of green 

protective film back from both ends. Fold this excess film around the back so that it can be 

reached from the inside of the lantern when completed.

i)  position the T-Bar onto the frame to the side of the first pane of glass. This will rest flush on the 

ridge bar at the top and on the angled face of the upstand at the bottom as shown. Carefully 

feed the bar behind your set panel of glass, but do not allow the glass to touch the central spine 

of your T-Bar.

sTep 11.1 - pREpARING YOUR INNER T-BAR sTep 12 - pOSITIONING ThE FIRST INNER T-BAR

ii)  Repeat this process for the other pane of glass.



i)  You can now bring your vent housing in, which is the non-glazed section, and position it 

centrally between the 2 sections of T-Bar. Ensure that the central spines of the T-Bars as 

you did with the glass. 

 

Your chosen opening mechanism will be positioned at the bottom and will be on the 

inside of the lantern.

i)  prepare your ridge carrier by cutting off the corners with a hacksaw, set in from the ends 

of your ridge carrier by approx. 20mm as the diagram shows. Do this at both ends, making 

4 small cuts.

ii)  The ends of the ridge carrier might be slightly rough or frayed after doing this, which will effect 

the ease of sliding your ridge top cap into place during the next step. If this is the case, we 

advise that you gently shave the ends with a stanley knife, to create a smoother surface.ii)  hook the lid of the vent, which is the glazed section of the vent, onto the top detachable 

hinge of the vent housing. Your chosen mechanism will be positioned at the bottom of the 

unit, on the inside of the lantern.

sTep 13 - INTRODUCING ThE vENT hOUSING AND GLAzED LID sTep 14 - pREpARING YOUR pLASTIC RIDGE CARRIER 

hold the glazed lid at an almost 90 
degree angle to the vent housing which 

should enable it to hook onto the 
detachable hinge easily 

gently shaving off the first 
5mm should be enough 
smoothen the surface

20mm



iii)  Due to the vent, you now need to make another cut. position your ridge carrier without 

tapping it to fix it, positioning it as close to its eventual position as possible, and mark 

where the outside edges of the T-Bars will fall on the vented side.

iv)  You then need to take 5mm off the ridge carrier, between your 2 marks. we recommend 

that you use a hacksaw to get to the 5mm depth required, followed by using a sharp 

Stanley knife to run it along the outside of the hip runner, located near to the outside 

edge of the vented side. Once you have scored along this line, using the runner as a 

guide, this small section should break away easily.

only repeat this cut out to the other side of the ridge carrier if there is a vent positioned 

both sides of the lantern. if you have mirrored the vent with T-Bars or have a single pane of 

glass opposite, this will not be required. set the prepared ridge carrier to one side for later.

sTep 14 - pREpARING YOUR pLASTIC RIDGE CARRIER - CONTINUED

Mark on to the positioned ridge carrier, 
where the outside edges of the inner T-Bars 

fall in line with it as the arrows indicate 

use your hacksaw to create a 
small notch, up to the outside 
runner of the ridge carrier 

use the runner on the ridge carrier as 
a guide to score along until the small 

section can be broken away  

your ridge carrier should look like this 
when you have completed the cut-out. 



i)  Glaze the opposite side of the unit to the vent. If you have a vent in the opposite side, it 

will be the same process as seen in the previous steps. 

 

If you have mirrored the vents with splits in the glass, start by introducing the outer 2 

panes of glass, then your T-bars and lastly your central pane of glass, resembling the order 

you work in when glazing the vented side of the unit. Ensure that the same principles are 

followed in regards to using the inside groove of the glazing packers and do not allow the 

glass to touch the central spines of the T-Bar. 

 

If you have a single pane of glass on the opposite side to the vent, you just need to 

carefully position the glass into the unit, ensuring that it goes into the inside grooves of the 

packers.

i)  You can now fix the 2 triangular end panes of glass. If these are singular panes, you just 

need to carefully position the glass into the unit, ensuring that it goes into the inside 

grooves of the packers. 

 

If the end triangular panes of glass have been split into 2 sections, follow the same 

principle that you followed when adding a vent, by positioning the first pane of glass and 

ensuring that it is positioned as tight against the hip bar as possible. 

 

Following this, take your inner shorter T-Bar which has the angular cut at one end, 

ensuring that this end is positioned at the top. Before feeding it behind the set pane of 

glass, ensure that you have folded the first 5cm of protective film from the glazing tape, at 

either end of the bar and both sides of the central spine. 

 

Following the insertion of the T-bar, insert the other pane of glass and ensure the T-Bar 

sits central between the 2 panes. 

 

repeat this on the opposite side of the lantern.

sTep 15 -  pROCEED TO GLAzE ThE OppOSITE 

SIDE OF ThE UNIT sTep 16 - FINAL STAGES OF GLAzING



i)  Ensuring that you use the provided Dow Corning 791 silicone, apply a generous amount of 

silicone into the central groove at the top and bottom of each of the hip profiles, running about 

100mm from each end of the bars.

ii)  Next run silicone between all the glass panels and frames, on either side of the hip and ridge 

bars. Only 100mm of silicone is required running from each end of the hip bars. For the ridge 

bar, run silicone the full length on both sides.

sTep 17 - AppLYING SILICONE

100mm of silicone required on 
hip bars at both top and bottom 

ends, either side of the bar 

run silicone the full 
length of the ridge bar 

on both sides 

100mm approx.



i)  prepare your hip carriers and aluminium top caps by sliding them together with the 

angled part of both pieces being positioned at the same end. These pieces are angled 

where they will meet at the ridge bar when applied. Stagger the hip carrier so that 

100mm is sticking out at the top, as you cannot slide the hip caps up into position until 

the ridge carrier and top cap is fitted.

ii)  Gently tap the hip carriers and top caps onto the hip bars with your rubber mallet.

iii)  Slide the hip carriers up the hip bar, ensuring that the angled cut-outs line up perfectly 

and are positioned dead centre to the ridge bar.

iv) Repeat this process on the other end of the roof lantern.

sTep 18 - INTRODUCING ThE hIp CARRIERS AND hIp TOp CApS

your hip carriers should meet together 
at the top as pictured and line up with 
the centre of your ridge bar 

100mm 
approx.



i)  when prepared, bring in your ridge carrier, gently tapping it into place carefully by hand or with 

your rubber mallet. Ensure it is centred perfectly by checking both ends.

ii)  Then slide your ridge top cap in from one end onto the ridge carrier, again, ensuring 

that it is perfectly centred by checking both ends as shown.

sTep 19 - INTRODUCING ThE RIDGE CARRIER AND RIDGE TOp CAp

slide



i)  You can now slide the hip top caps into position so they meet evenly at the top centre, as 

you did with the hip carriers. You must ensure that the hips sit underneath the ridge top 

cap as shown. Repeat on the other side of the roof lantern.

ii)  If the plastic hip carrier is protruding from the bottom of the hip bars, use a hacksaw 

to carefully remove the excess, being careful not to damage the aluminium hip caps. 

Repeat at each corner if necessary.

next, you are ready to fix the 4 provided hip end caps to the bottom of your hip bars.

sTep 20 - pOSITION ThE hIp TOp CApS

ensure that the hip top caps sit 
under the ridge top cap when 

pushed into position 

hip top caps meet evenly 
in the centre 

slide

slide



i)  Using a screw gun set at a low gear, attach the end caps as shown, being careful not to 

overtighten them. Repeat at all 4 corners of the lantern.

ii)  It is now time to fit the two ridge end caps. Fill the space between the end of the ridge 

cover and the hip caps generously with silicone as shown and apply the two end caps.

sTep 21 - FITTING ThE hIp AND RIDGE END CApS

Be careful not to over 
tighten whilst fixing

when you have filled the gap generously 
with silicone, place the ridge end caps onto 
the unit as shown. adjust as required until it 
looks neat and level with the ridge top cap 



i)  Generously fill the gaps between the 2 glass and vent housing panels as shown with the 

silicone provided.

Your outer T-Bars will be factory prepared with glazing tape, either side of the central spines. 

The ends of the T-Bars that have the central spine notched out will be positioned at the bottom. 

There will be 2 layers of glazing tape on one side of the bar and only one layer on the other side. 

The side with 2 layers of glazing tape must go to the ‘glass side’ and the single layer will be the 

side that covers the vent housing.  

ii)  Remove all of the green protective film from of glazing tape on both sides of the bar and 

push the T-bar into the silicone to complete the seal, ensuring the top of the T-bar is 

fitted tightly to the ridge top cap. press down firmly to ensure the glazing tape sticks to 

the surface of the glass and vent housing.

sTep 22 - AppLYING ThE OUTER SECTIONS OF ThE T-BARS 

ensure that the side of the T-bar with 
2 layers of glazing tape is positioned 

onto the glass side of the split 



iii)  Repeat this  process if you have a vent on the opposite side of the unit. 

 

If you have  mirrored the vents with glazing splits, follow the same process but be aware that 

the T-Bars will be slightly different and only have one  layer of glazing tape on both sides of the 

central spine. 

 

If the end  triangular pane is split, again, it is the same process, but do ensure that you use the 

correct T-Bars that have the angular cut ends. when you push it in to the join, make sure that 

you push the bar up to the 2 hip top caps as much as possible. 

sTep 22 - AppLYING ThE OUTER SECTIONS OF ThE T-BARS - CONTINUED

ensure that the T-bar is pushed up against the 
ridge top cap as much as possible 



ii)  From the inside of the lantern, gently remove all of the protective film from the glazing 

tape on the hip and ridge bars.

The assembly of your slimline® lantern is now complete! you are now ready to flash the 

upstand with your chosen roof membrane.

Your chosen opening mechanism is pre-attached to your vent housing and vent. There will be 

a small pin attached to the mechanism which allows you to attach either the chain or screw 

jack to the lid of the vent. If you have opted for an electronic opening vent, ensure a qualified 

electrician carries out the wiring aspect of the installation. 

 

The wiring guides for both the rocker switch-controlled vents and climate controlled with rain 

sensor can be found at the end of this document.

sTep 23 - FINAL STAGE OF ASSEMBLY – SEALING ThE UNDERSIDE OF ThE GLASS pANELS 

generously fill  here, 
between the glass and 
frame on all 4 sides of 
the unit. finish by wiping 
away any excess silicone 

i)  Your Slimline® roof lantern assembly is now nearly complete. All that remains is to seal the 

underside of the bottom edge of the glass with silicone, ensuring that the bottom edge of 

the glass is sealed to the drip lip of the upstand. Repeat this on all 4 sides. wipe away any 

excess silicone with a damp cloth.



i)  Ensure the roof membrane is tucked right under the dedicated drip lip that sits just under 

the glass. This is important as it acts as the final weathering stage to avoid water ingress in 

this area. Take a look at the diagram below which illustrates this detail. 

 

If using a torch on felt, we recommend that you cut your membrane to the correct size, 

fold back and pre-heat with your heat gun. Only then should you apply it to the side of 

the unit. This will prevent you from damaging the unit by applying heat directly.

your roof lantern assembly is now finished! For internal plaster finishing details please refer 

to the cross-section fitting guide, located at the end of this guide.

i)  If using GRp to finish the roof, you should silicone bond a 4mm plywood border around 

the upstand and kerb. Screw fix this into the timber kerb if you wish to make it more 

secure. This will provide a more suitable surface for the GRp to adhere to. Ensure that 

this goes right up underneath the drip lip as the below image shows. Also, ensure that 

the GRp layer is applied right up to and underneath the drip lip.

sTep 24.1 - FLAShING GUIDELINES - (sheet membrane) sTep 24.2 - FLAShING GUIDELINES - (GRp membrane)

dedicated drip lip

4mm plywood, fixed before 
you flash the rooflight



The below cross section diagram illustrates how you need to finish your plastering, for double glazed units both with and without blackout blinds.

douBle glaZed lanTern - cross secTion fiTTing guide



The below cross section diagram illustrates how you need to finish your internal plastering, for triple glazed units both with and without blackout blinds.

Triple glaZed lanTern - cross secTion fiTTing guide



The diagram below illustrates how you need to wire in your opening vent to your switch, giving examples for both a single vent or when 2 vents have been included. 

rocker swiTch conTrolled opening VenT – wiring diagraM 

230V

0

1

2

3

Rocker switch wiring diagram – 3 Core - Single 
motor  

Colour Number Signal
Brown 1 Opens

Black 2 Closes

Grey 3 Common

TEC-001      Rev001      Updated By: Sabahudin Medic          Issued: Dec 2015

3 core - single MoTor 3 core - MulTiple MoTors

230V

0

1

2

3

Colour Number Signal
Brown 1 Opens

Black 2 Closes

Grey 3 Common

Rocker switch wiring diagram – 3 Core -Multiple 
motors 

TEC-001      Rev001      Updated By: Sabahudin Medic          Issued: Dec 2015Colour Number Signal

Brown 1 Opens

Black 2 Closes

Grey 3 Common

Refers to both single and multiple motors.



The below diagrams show the wiring in process for when you have chosen a climate-controlled operation with rain sensor. 

TherMosTaTic and rain conTroller / opening VenT

Ventec 100 Series
Thermostatic and Rain Controller

Installation Guide

Tel:  +44(0)1202 744958   Fax:  +44(0)1202 733026    
Email:  info@vent.co.uk   Web:  www.vent.co.uk 
Unit 16c & 16f, Chalwyn Industrial Estate, Poole, Dorset BH12 4PE 

To enter ‘advanced’ setup set your unit to “AUTO” 
mode then press and hold the AUTO/MAN plus 
 SET +/-  buttons simultaneously for 5 seconds. 

Your screen  should now read.. 

ADV 
SETUP

After a moment the screen will change to display 

To Advance
Press SET +/- 

Using SET+/- is how you scroll through the 
available options and saves each stage of any 
alteration.

Now press “SET +/-”. The screen will read.. 

To + a value 
Press Open

The Open button is used to increase any value.

Press “SET +/-” again. The screen will read.. 

To – a value 
Press Close

The Close button is used to decrease any value.

Press “SET +/-” again. The display will read..

Proceed to 
ADV Setup

Now you can proceed to the advanced setup 
options.

Press “SET +/-” again. The display will read..

Room Temp 
is now XXc

‘XX’ being the current temperature in your room.

By using Open(+) and Close(-) you can calibrate 
the display temperature.

Press “SET +/-” again. The display will read

Full open 
Cycle 013sec

013sec is the amount of time for the motor to 
operate and fully open - in most cases this default 
setting is adequate. You can of course, alter this 
setting for your actuator by pressing the Open(+) 
and Close(-) buttons.

Press “SET +/-” again. The display will read..

Opening 
Temp =22c

This relates to the temperature that the room must 
reach before the actuator will operate.

You can alter this setting by pressing the Open(+) 
and Close(-) buttons.

Press “SET +/-” again. The display will read..

Closing 
Temp =18c

This relates to the temperature that the room must 
fall to before the actuator will operate.

You can alter this setting by pressing the Open(+) 
and Close(-) buttons.
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AUTO LOCK 
MODE OFF

Using autolock is a security feature that prevents 
the unit from being used without entering a 

pressing the Open(+) and Close(-) buttons.

Press “SET +/-” again will take you back to  
AUTO MODE

The unlock sequence is:
Button 2 [ AUTO/MAN ] 
Button 1 [ OPEN ] 
Button 3 [ SET +/- ] 
Button 4 [ CLOSE ] 
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fall to before the actuator will operate.
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AUTO LOCK 
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the unit from being used without entering a 

pressing the Open(+) and Close(-) buttons.

Press “SET +/-” again will take you back to  
AUTO MODE
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Button 2 [ AUTO/MAN ] 
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The default settings of our 100 series controller are suited to most user applications. 

however, if you need to make advanced alterations such as; Thermostat, Actuator and Lock 

Calibration, then please use the following guide.
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Press and hold AUTO/MAN for 2 
seconds until MANUAL light comes on 
then use the OPEN or CLOSE buttons 
to adjust the window position.

Press and hold AUTO/MAN for 
2 seconds to return to automatic 
mode.

Finished.
Your unit will now be fully set 
up to work with its factory 
settings.
Please read the following steps 
to adjust basic optional settings.
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manual
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Q.  It has recently stopped raining but my windows have not opened again?
 A.  In Auto mode the 100 series controller has a built in time delay of 5 minutes 

between the rain sensor drying and the unit becoming fully operational. This will 
be indicated by the presence of the Rain LED on the front panel. For the unit to 
operate the current temperature will need to be higher than your desired opening 
temperature. In manual mode you should have full control of the unit.

 Q.  Only the set+/- button on my panel does anything?
 A.  This means your panel has been locked. To unlock your unit see the instructions on 

the back page. 

 Q.  Can I change the default lock/unlock code?
 A.   No. The code has been preset to avoid the need for a complete system reset 

should the new code be forgotten.

 Q.  My rain sensor seems to have become less responsive?
 A.   Check the unit has not slipped or fallen into an undesired position and try cleaning 

the metallic head with a soft damp cloth. We recommend the rain sensor is cleaned 
on a quarterly basis. 

 

 Q. My display shows 0.0 - Is this correct?
 A.  This indicates a problem with the thermostat wiring. Check the wiring and that all  

connections have been correctly made.

 Q. How many actuators will the 100 series operate?
 A. The 100 series has a 5 amp capacity. 

Frequently Asked Questions
We have compiled the following list of Frequently Asked Questions to assist you  
with any troubles you may encounter.

We advise a difference of at least 2o between the opening and closing temperature.

3 4 5 6
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2 core
screened cable 

External
Temp Sensor

(Optional) 

 Q.  Where do I mount my temperature sensor?
 A.   

  You can choose to position the thermostat a maximum of 30m away from the control panel.

 Q. Where is the temperature sensor?
 A. The Ventec 100 Series comes with an internal temperature sensor. 

If you have opted for the external temperature sensor, the location is entirely at 
your discretion. We would recommend a position that gives a good average 
reading of the desired location, ideally at least 1300mm from the floor. 

FREqUENTLY ASKED qUESTIONS

Q. where is the temperature sensor?

A.  The ventec 100 Series comes with an 

internal temperature sensor.

Q.  where do i mount my temperature 

sensor?

A.  If you have opted for the external 

temperature sensor, the location is 

entirely at your discretion. we would 

recommend a position that gives a 

good average reading of the desired 

location, ideally at least 1300mm from 

the floor. You can choose to position 

the thermostat a maximum of 30m away 

from the control panel.

Q.  only the set+/- button on my panel 

does anything?

A.   This means your panel has been locked. 

To unlock your unit see the instructions 

on the back page. 

Q.  can i change the default lock/unlock 

code?

A.  No. The code has been preset to avoid 

the need for a complete system reset 

should the new code be forgotten.

Q.  My rain sensor seems to have become 

less responsive?

A.  Check the unit has not slipped or fallen 

into an undesired position and try 

cleaning  the metallic head with a soft 

damp cloth. we recommend the rain 

sensor is cleaned on a quarterly basis. 

Q.   it has recently stopped raining but my 

windows have not opened again?

A.   In Auto mode the 100 series controller 

has a built in time delay of 5 minutes 

between the rain sensor drying and the 

unit becoming fully operational. This 

will be indicated by the presence of the 

Rain LED on the front panel. For the 

unit to operate the current temperature 

will need to be higher than your desired 

opening temperature. In manual mode 

you should have full control of the unit.

Q. My display shows 0.0 - is this correct?

A.  This indicates a problem with the 

thermostat wiring. Check the wiring and 

that all  connections have been correctly 

made.

Q.  how many actuators will the 100 series 

operate?

A. The 100 series has a 5 amp capacity.


